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Azzallure was so sure there was an 
alternative to diamonds without the 
compromise

In pursuit of perfection, we chanced 
upon the glorious moissanite!

We feel women should not have to 
choose less because it costs more! 

DON’T WAIT FOR A MAN 
TO BUY YOU A ROCK !! 

BUY ONE YOURSELF.. 
YOU ROCKSTAR!!

Moissanites...
t he diamonds 
of t he future

Azzallure
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Moissanite is a gemstone born from 
the stars. It was first discovered in 
1893 by a French scientist named 
Henri Moissan, who later won 
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry. He 
discovered microscopic particles of 
the gem that would eventually bear his 
name in Arizona, in a crater created 
by a meteorite that fell to Earth. He 
initially thought that he had discovered 
diamonds, but later determined that 
the crystals were composed of silicon 
carbide.

Why a moissanite and not a diamond?
Moissanite is a 9.25 on the Mohs Scale 
of Hardness, while a diamond is 10, 
zircons and swarovskis are 6... which 
makes moissanites very durable and 
scratch proof for everyday usè . 

Less than half 
the price 

Cannot be 
detected 
with the 
naked eye 

Passes the 
diamond pen 
test 

Moissanites 
are graded 
and certified 
just like 
diamonds 

Azzallure
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When she demanded a pink diamond 
for her 16th birthday. Her father gave 
into her whims with a tiny 1 carat pink 
solitaire that had so many inclusions 
which dissatisfied yet mystified with 
beauty in imperfection. Her love 
affairs began then. She is trained in 
the art of diamond appreciation. At 
the prestigious Parisian school “lecole 
VanCleef et Arpels’.

Her disappoint with the depreciating 
value of diamonds led her to source 
and discover moissanites. Moissanites 
are cut exactly like diamonds and 
sparkle twice as much because 
they have a dual refractive property 
while diamond has a single refractive 
property.

Azzallure’s 
journey to fine 
jewelry started 
at the age of 16.. 

ABOUT OUR 
FOUNDER 
AND CEO

ABOUT OUR 
FOUNDER 
AND CEO

ABOUT OUR 
FOUNDER 
AND CEO
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Azzallure owns and operates 
workshops in Hong Kong, india and 
dubai... simply because every culture 
has its unique craftsmanship ability 
leaving Noor room for compromise.

CRAFTSMANSHIP

Our craftsmen 
are are 
handpicked 
and treasured 
much like our 
jewels
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Moissanites share the same standard 
of color and carat gradation as that of 
diamonds.

Every one of our moissanite stones are 
GRA certified. Just like diamonds the 
certified number on the warranty card 
matches the number inscribed on the 
girldle of the moissanite.

MOISSANITE
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Every moissanite is authenticated with 
a GRA warranty.Just like a diamond 
the warranty card number matches the 
number inscribed on the girdle of the 
moissanite. Every one of our moissanite 
stones are GRA certified. 

Moissanites share the same standard 
of color and carat gradation as that of 
diamonds. Just like diamonds the certified 
number on the warranty card matches 
the number inscribed on the girldle of the 
moissanite.

Moissanites are 
cut exactly like 
diamonds and 
sparkle twice as 
much because 
they have a dual 
refractive property 
while diamond has 
a single refractive 
property.

All moissanites  
are GRA certified

GRA 
CERTIFICATION
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We help create and recreate any 
design our clients dream of with our 
skilled design team

BESPOKE MADE 
TO ORDER 
EXCLUSIVES
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We are highly recommended and have 
been very successful in making many 
couples elated and happy with our 
exquisite range of ceremonious rings

ENGAGEMENT 
AND 
ANNIVERSARY
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We use lab created diamonds for 
designs that demand the best and 
amalgamate them with moissanites for 
the grandest of evolved pieces.

LAB CREATED 
GEMSTONES
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Lab created sapphire with encased in 
moissanites.

Lab created green emerald with 
haloed with moissanites.

Lab created Yellow champagne 
diamond pendant with oval and 
teardrop moissanite necklace.

LAB CREATED 
EMERALDS
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Our most requested design has been 
lady Diana’s engagement ring. Now 
worn by Kaye Middleton

We have recreated this design with a 
lab created sapphire and moissanites.

MOST 
REQUESTED 
DESIGN
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MEDIA
(Influencers Wearing 
Azzallure)

Rosemin Manji
@roseminsworld

Lina Saman
@linasamam

Reem Abu Samra
@reemabusamra

Farhana Bodi
@farhanabodi

Kiran Malik
@kiranmalikkof f icial

As a boutique setup 
we heavily rely on 
word of mouth sales 
and branding.. we have 
never had to pay an 
influencer to endorse 
our products. 

Influencers that love and 
wear Azzallure.
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